Access to Justice and Alternative Dispute Resolution

By Morna Ellis, President, CMG Foundation

The Supreme Court of Virginia established the Access to Justice Commission (AJC) in 2013 to promote equal access to justice, with a particular emphasis on civil legal services. Access to justice is an underlying value of our democracy. Equal access to justice is fundamental to our security and well-being, and guarantees our legitimate participation in society. Cappelletti and Garth considered “access to justice” to be twofold; “the system should be equally accessible to all, and second, it must lead to results that are individually and socially just.”

ADR covers a multitude of options including, but not limited to, mediation, neutral case evaluation, judicial settlement conferences, and Collaborative Law. The ADR options most commonly used and that currently offer greater access to justice in Virginia are mediation and judicial settlement conferences.

Mediation services may be available at no cost to parties when referred to an approved mediation provider [certified by the Supreme Court of Virginia]. In fiscal year 2013-14, more than 12,000 JDR court cases and 2,000 general district court cases were mediated at no fee to parties. Mediation services may be provided by independent mediators or mediation centers.

Virginia has nine non-profit mediation centers that work with our low-income community to provide mediation services and to teach conflict management. Over 1,100 cases were handled through the judicial settlement conference program.
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• Lawyers were advised to give consideration to establishing an alternative fee arrangement that supports the plan to settle the case efficiently, early, and consistent with the client’s interest; to disclose relevant discoverable information early; to establish a tone or floor for future conversations by inviting collegial discussion early, telling opposing counsel that early negotiation is a routine part of your practice, that you would like to follow that practice in the case, and asking what would help opposing counsel come into negotiations early.

• Panelists made the point that in their experience a willingness to broach negotiations early signaled confidence in one’s case, whereas reluctance to do so could send the opposite message.

• Members of the audience noted that documents or templates might provide a useful framework for conducting the early stages of negotiations. Landé advised that templates and checklists can be found in his book, the second edition of which has just been published by the American Bar Association.

• During the YLD program on mediation, topics discussed included selecting a mediator whose style and approach seem a good fit for the dispute; how to respond to apparent “impasse,” and how to balance use of joint sessions and caucuses to facilitate effective negotiations.

John Landé, the panelists and those participating in the YLD program caught the attention of those attending either program. Future presentations (with interactive features) that draw from a broad range of lawyer practice backgrounds and specific experiences, and that address paradigm shifting communications, nuts and bolts of a negotiation, problem-solving practice, emotional/conflict competence, and that train magistrates in judicial settlement conferencing skills are needed to continue to grow early interventions and lawyers’ sense of success and satisfaction.
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gram with services being provided by retired judges at no fee.

We should actively embrace advances in technology and use ordinary language to help the public understand the law and better access justice. E-learning could be a valuable vehicle for explaining legal information and options for resolving disputes through ADR to the public. Electronic submissions to courts could lessen the geographical hindrance for rural or elderly residents. Simplified forms and procedures could allow more residents access to our court system by aiding those with low literacy and language skills. Video-conferencing may also be an option in mediation.

As lawyers, we should provide pro bono work in our fields of expertise, targeting those who cannot afford an attorney. We should also encourage the next generation of lawyers to undertake this civic duty. With our support and supervision, we could expand our law school clinics and partner with nonprofit organizations such as Legal Aid Justice Center and community mediation centers to reach a larger percent of the population. Teaching dispute resolution skills to students within the law school curriculum, especially early in their studies, will provide them with the opportunity to gain skills and experience while providing service to low-income clients through supervised mediation programs.

Justice not only stems from equal access to our legal services but also access to fair outcomes in disputes. We can go beyond the AJC remit emphasizing legal services and focus on dispute prevention and early resolution of disputes. Mediation offers quicker and more amicable results than traditional litigation. By expanding our support of mediation and other ADR solutions, we can reach more Virginians. Our everyday actions as attorneys with clients can help distill any fears of the legal system, introduce all of the available alternatives, and help make justice more accessible economically and intellectually to all.
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